Classroom Supplies:

Student Supplies Needed in *EVERY* Class:

These supplies will be pooled for class use.

Students will need these items with them every day in each class, along with
the specific supplies for each subject.

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Erasers
Index cards
Extra lead (for mechanical pencils)
Extra pencils (preferably mechanical)
Post-it Notes
Tissues
Hand sanitizer

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Colored pencils
Headphones or earbuds (for classroom use on laptops)
Highlighters (no yellow, please)
Loose-leaf lined paper
Pencils (preferably mechanical)
Pencil pouch

❏ Gym shoes to keep at school (Students are required to wear tennis shoes for P.E. Failure to do so could result in a failing grade for
that day! Don’t forget that we’ll need to take care of our NEW gym floor!)
Student Supplies by Subject
ELA Supplies:
❏ 3-Ring binder with subject dividers (2-inch)
❏ 2 - Composition books (no spiral notebooks)
❏ Elmer’s liquid glue
❏ Index cards
History Supplies:
❏ Composition notebook
❏ 2 - Folders with pockets & brads
❏ Spiral notebook (3-subject or larger)

Math Supplies:
❏ 3-Ring binder (2-inch)
❏ TI-30 XIIS scientific calculator
❏ Glue sticks
❏ Graph paper
❏ Scissors
❏ Spiral notebook (3-subject or larger)
Science Supplies:
❏ 3-Ring binder with subject dividers (2-inch)
Wish List:

Not required, but VERY much appreciated!

Batteries (size D, please)
Candy (for student rewards)
Lysol wipes ( no Clorox wipes)
Expo markers (for student
use)
❏ Extra classroom supplies
❏
❏
❏
❏

❏ Paper plates and/or plastic
cups (for student
rewards/treats)
❏ Paper towels
❏ Tape

❏ $5 or $10 classroom donation
(for classroom or project
supplies)
❏ $5 science lab donation (if
possible)

*If you are purchasing wish list items, please just choose 2 or 3. We would not expect anyone to purchase all of this.

Thank you so much! We’re looking forward to a great year!
-Mrs. Allen, Mrs. Corbin, Mr. DeLorenzo, Mrs. Jackson, Mrs. Kerley, Mrs. Shelton
*Classroom supplies and/or community items will be stored for students, and managed and distributed by teachers.

